yearly expenditure and receipts of the establishments over which they preside, and the number of patients admitted and discharged during-the preceding year. These reports ought to contain the results of particular modes of medical and moral treatment; the details of morbid phenomena discovered on post-mortem examinations, and a resume of the interesting facts connected with the early and more advanced history of the many most remarkable cases which obtain annual admission into our public asylums, illustrative of their origin, treatment, progress, and termination.
It appears that the Ohio Asylum Avas opened for the reception of patients in November, 1838. It occupies a beautiful lawn north-east of the city of Columbus, and is about one mile distant from its public square. It is a stupendous pile of brick and stone-work, which presents an imposing appearance as seen from almost every part of the State Capital and surrounding country. The structure faces the south. It is quadrangular, and measures 37G feet in front, by 218 feet in depth. The buildings cover just one acre of ground, and inclose an area of 18G4 square yards. The main centre building is three stories and an attic in height above the basement, the wings and new buildings are each three stories; and a walk through all its different passages and galleries exceeds one mile.
The building required 5,200,000 bricks, and very nearly 50,000 feet of cut stone.
The entire cost to the State was about 150,000 dollars, including the amount of the work done by the convicts of the Ohio Penitentiary, which constituted a large item in the account.
The principal front displays a handsome columniated facade, ornamented with a fine Ionic portico of freestone, from Waverley, in Pike countv, which was beautifully cut by the convicts. There are four columns of this stone, each measuring 3 feet 8 inches in diameter at the base, and 31 feet 2 inches in height. They stand upon a platform of the same materials, and on a level with the top of the basement, which is of cut limestone, and 7 feet above the surface of the earth.
The centre building is 95 feet 8 inches in width by 45 When the first edifice was erected, the example of many old institutions was followed in providing court-yards with high fences for the use of the patients, that they might enjoy the benefit of exercise in the open air. But experience soon demonstrated the uselessness of this arrangement in a climate of so much variableness as the American, in which but few days occur in the year when patients could safely be permitted to lie about upon the ground?a habit to which many lunatics incline, and which they almost always practise in these yards. In supplying their place, the example of the State Hospital at Worcester, in Massachusetts, was followed, by erecting verandahs at the corners for exercise and recreations, and there has not been the least reason to be dissatisfied with the change. The verandahs arc always ready, in all seasons, and in all kinds of weather; and arc more cheerful and less forbidding than court-yards. They are also dry, neat, and clean, so that patients can follow out their inclinations in comfort, and without exposure.
Every gallery in cacli building occupied by the patients opens into one of these delightful verandahs, which is of improved construction, and 37 feet square inside. They have beautiful floors, Avith conducting gutters along the margin, to carry off all water that may be used in cleaning, or that may blow in from rain; and their ample windows between the piers, and upstarts, of cut-stone, arc finely arranged with fixed cast-iron sash for security, and moveable glazed wooden sashes for ventilation, or protection during inclement weather. These wooden sashes can all be pushed up behind the immense stone panels which connect the piers, where they are entirely out of sight. This admits the fresh air in any desirable quantity, and all being elevated so as to command an extensive view of the city and neighbouring country, they afford places of much delight to the patients, and are constantly resorted to by all classes during a very large portion of the year.
The earliest legislation upon the subject of idiots and lunatics, in Ohio, was an act of the territorial governor and judges, passed August 1, 1792, four years after the organization of the territorial, and ten years before the organization of the state government. It 
